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Behind the Curtain
Beth Connor is a weaver of tales, captivated by writing and fueled by a love for storytelling. She is always searching for
new ways to expand her knowledge and understanding of the world. She has a keen eye for detail and a remarkable ability
to create vivid, dynamic settings that resonate with her audience. 

In addition to her passion for writing,  Beth also hosts the short story podcast "Crossroads Cantina," where she explores
various narratives, delving into the complexities of life and the human experience through the medium of short stories.
Her podcast has become a platform for both listeners and storytellers alike, showcasing her dedication to the craft of
storytelling.

She resides in the Pacific Northwest with her husband, two children, and canine companions, who bring her boundless
inspiration and delight.
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"Ominously atmospheric in tone, Connor has the knack of pitching her fantasy stories perfectly for younger
teenage readers whilst maintaining the wonderfully disconcerting aura and tension throughout." 

E.M. Duffield-Fuller author of Felgrim

"As the veil lifts away from the mysteries of Connor’s wonderful feature follow-up, readers will be treated to some of
the most endearing relationships in fantasy. Prodigy of Flame is at times both cozy and chaotic, and it is that

calculated juxtaposition that makes the story a breezy read, even with its considerable content." 
Michael DeAngelo author of the Tellest Series



PRODIGY OF FLAME

Follow Kaci on her journey of survival into a quest for self-discovery
and a fight to ignite the flame within.

PAPERBACK ISBN: 978-1-958329-07-8
EBOOK ISBN: 978-1-958329-09-2

MICAH AND THE CANDLE OF TIME

An introduction to the world of Isdralan: Twelve-year-old Micah
Murphy finds himself lost in the mysterious world of Isdralan.

PAPERBACK ISBN: 978-1-958329-04-7
EBOOK ISBN: 978-1-958329-05-4

SECRET OF MISTHAVEN LIGHT

In the shadow of a haunted lighthouse, Ella finds herself entangled in a
web of ancestral secrets that pulls her into the heart of a century-old
mystery.

PAPERBACK ISBN: 978-1-958329-16-0
EBOOK ISBN: 978-1-958329-15-3

jbethconnor@gmail.com www.bethconnor.com @jbethconnor

BRIDGE OF BLOOD AND THORNS

Lady Durya seeks to recover her stolen memories and unravel the
mystery of her identity.

PAPERBACK ISBN: 978-1-958329-14-6
EBOOK ISBN: 978-1-958329-13-9

THE GOLDEN GULL

an anthology of adventure across time and reality that confronts the
possibility of fate's manipulation, learning that peace lies in acceptance

PAPERBACK ISBN: 978-1-958329-14-6
EBOOK ISBN: 978-1-958329-12-2


